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 Historical Background
     (Following the Invasion of Poland  Fall Weiss),            ,Germany and the Soviet Union separated the territory of Poland between them

    as agreed in the -  Molotov Ribbentrop Pact.            ,  While Germany was preparing for the conquest of Western and Northern Europe the Soviets 
     .   ,        .        also began to prepare for war Both nations knew they will be opponents in a bloody war Stalin wanted to ensure the safety of the 

  , . ,    .    ,  (     , former Tsarist capital St Petersburg or the Soviet Leningrad To accomplish this goal Finland former part of Tsarist Russia gained 
     )    .  ,          independence during the Great October Revolution had to be conquered Stalin thought that there is no obstacle in the way of the 

 ( ,    )    .        ,   6  , largest however not the best trained army of the world He ordered the setup of one million men more than thousand tanks and 
 4       .     350.000 , 30 ,   100 .almost thousand airplanes near the borders of Finland The Finns gathered almost men tanks and some airplanes

 , ,        . ,     ,   . , The Soviets however were inferior in face of the Finnish troops Firstly the Finns were trained better than Soviet soldiers Secondly the 
         ,     (harsh Arctic climate showed no mercy against the Russian soldiers who came from the Ukraine !). ,     ,Thirdly the Finns fought much better  

      . ,  '  because they were fighting for their homeland Also after Stalin s   Great Purge         ,  there was only a little number of Soviet officers who had 
 ,    .      ,     .combat experience or sense of duty They were only loyal to Stalin but that helped there nothing

           ,         Following the shelling of the Russian village of Mainila by Soviet artillery and claiming that Finnish artillery was responsible for the 
,          ,    .  'incident the Soviets began crossing the border of Finland from Petsamo to the Karelian Isthmus The ' Talvisota  , had begun and 

'               .Mannerheim s soldiers held every step of land against the mighty army of the Soviet Union



Campaign

 '  '     6 ,  :The Winter War Campaign is composed by scenarios created by

-  – Suomussalmi Rborg

-  '  ' – The Mannerheim Line Cantata

-   – Raate Road Sliderule

-  – Tolvajarvi Sliderule

-  – Summa Sliderule

-  – Viipuri Sliderule

         .Political Commissars rule applies for all scenarios in this campaign

   ,    -    '  .Big thanks for Sliderule because he created four sixth of the campaign s scenarios

!Thanks

,          ,        .Also thanks for LtRock for playing the Suomussalmi scenario on Vassal and giving me the idea of the campaign

!Thanks



   ,       ,       Our Great Leader Comrade Stalin ordered to secure the city which bears the name of our former 
: .    '  ,        , Leader Leningrad To ensure the city s safety we must liberate the democratic people of Finland by 

     '  ,        ,  marching our glorious army to it s capital and demand the setup of a democratic government which

       .  , '     !recognizes our Comrade Stalin as the Finns leader Red Soldiers let s liberate Finland from Fascism

–   ,       '  'General Kliment Voroshilov Commander of Soviet Forces during the Winter War

Objectives 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Points -3 -2 0 1 2 3 4 5
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         30.11.1939  - -  “The President of the Republic has appointed me on as Commander in Chief of 
     .    !        the armed forces of the country Brave soldiers of Finland I enter on this task at a time 

         .   'when our hereditary enemy is once again attacking our country Confidence in one s 
      .          commander is the first condition for success You know me and I know you and know that 

            .      everyone in the ranks is ready to do his duty even to death This war is nothing other than 
         .      ,the continuation and final act of our War of Independence We are fighting for our homes  
 ,   .our faith and our country ”

   , ,         And I appoint you commander to lead the counterattack upon the Bolsheviks near the 
  ,        .    ,village of Suomussalmi then hold out for as long as possible Although we are outnumbered  

         .I will try to send reinforcements as soon as possible

–    , - -     Carl Gustaf Emil Mannerheim Commander in Chief of the Finnish Army
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 :Soviet victories

- : Suomussalmi

      ,      !The village of Suomussalmi has been relieved and now we can push forward

 !To Tolvajarvi

 . +1   .Finns retreat Victory Event die

- : Tolvajarvi

 !    !Well done You have captured Tolvajarvi

    '    ,       !Now we can capture Finland s second largest city then we will force them to surrender

 ,    ,  ,     The commissars who were observing you were captured so the Political Commissar rule

'      .doesn t applies for the next battle

- :Viipuri

    ,          ,With Viipuri under our occupation we can finally celebrate the liberation of the Finnish people

       .          !and the advancement of the cause of Communism Stalin awards you the title Hero of the Soviet Union

-  :Raate Road

     ,    ,      We have lost connection with Suomussalmi but our brave troops who were heading to the

   .  !village have avoided encirclement Well done



-' ' :Mannerheim Line

         , '    Although you were unable to handle the situation at Suomussalmi you ve successfully broken

   ,      .  !through in the south where the Finnish defenses were shattered Well done

  ,      !As a result you receive the Order of Lenin

- :Summa

    ,       .You were beaten at Suomussalmi but you were able to break through

       ,     . !You are a shame of the Soviet Union and Stalin ordered your execution Dismissed

 :Finnish victories

:Suomussalmi

   ,         !The counterattack was successful but the Soviets are approaching the village in force

 !Destroy them

      .   ,   +1   .Soviet plan to halve Finland is ineffective As a result you gain Victory Event die

 :Raate Road

!      ,  '      - ,Excellent You have cut off the enemy then you ve crushed them with the ski troops

   .  !and captured many supplies Well done

       ! +1  .With these new supplies more reinforcements will arrive Reserve Token



:Summa

        !  !You have prevented the enemy to enter the motherland Well done

  !You are promoted

:Tolvajarvi

         , Although you were unable to handle the situation at Suomussalmi

        ,  '  you were able to hold the village of Tolvajarvi and you ve stopped

 .        ' ' !the enemy Now your orders are to defend the Mannerheim Line

' ' :Mannerheim Line

   ,       !The Line is held and the enemy falls back in disorder

       !You receive the Commander Grand Cross with Swords

:Viipuri

    ;       .Your defensive skills are laughable the enemy almost forced us to surrender

  '    ,      ...But because you ve held the city you will not be called traitor


